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NEXT MEMBERSHIP MEETING –
August 28, 2018 7:00 pm
Doors open at 6:30 PM
Meeting Starts ~ 7:00 PM
BASS PRO SHOP “UPSTAIRS MEETING ROOM”
11550 Lakeridge Pkwy, Ashland, VA 23005
(I-95 EXIT 89 – West to 2nd Light-Turn Left)
Come Early and Eat At The Islamorada Fish Company!

BACKLASH

Commentary from the
Board of Directors
-By John Wetlaufer, Sr.

THREE NEW MEMBERS JOIN IN
MAY AND JUNE
(A-A)
Mike Beck, Tyler Jones and Frank Hart were voted
into membership just prior to the beginning of this
summer. Please turn to page 7 of this issue of The
Angler for a sort bio on each of these three New
Members.

NEXT-UP VAC ANGLING ACTIVITY ALERT
August Membership Meeting – Fly Fishing for False
Albacore 2018 Expeditions – TBD

AUGUST PROGRAM –
FLY FISHING FOR FALSE ALBACORE
Captain Andrew Campbell and Jay Blankenship will
discuss the amazing fish that changed their lives,
the False Albacore! Learn about this beautiful fish
with a truly pelagic shape with shocking runs and
bursts of speed up to 45 mph of relentless power …
highlighted by reticulated markings and spots with
chrome and flashing green color.
Topics to be covered include: Tackle, fly/lure selection, fishing grounds and how to find, feed, fight and
photograph and release this bullet of the sea.
Bonus Fly Tying Demo! After the talk, Andrew and
Jay will offer a fly tying demonstration for those who
are interested.
“If there is one fish that typifies saltwater fly-fishing,
for us, this would be the fish”. —AC & JB
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JUNE PROGRAM REPORT–
FLY FISHING FOR SNAKEHEADS
VAC Member Grant Alvis presented an interesting and
well-illustrated about Snakeheads, their environments,
where in the environments they tend to be, tackle to use as
well as some places to target them.

With the river a little above normal, seven anglers trotted out to cast the morning away and enjoy the serene
beauty of the York River tributary. Although no citations were caught, a couple bass pushed three pounds
and some channel catfish went over five pounds. Not
bad in a small stream!
Doug and Max Moran were the fly fishers in the group,
while Bob Brown Jr., Parks Rountrey, Mike Ostrander
and two friends of the club, Jon Michael Jones and Brittain Jones fished spin. A nice variety of species were
caught including black crappie, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, spotted bass, white perch, channel catfish,
redbreast sunfish, green sunfish and bluegill.

Grant Alvis and One That Did Not Get Away

Brittan Jones and A Nice Smallmouth Bass
Catch of the day was undoubtedly Parks Rountrey’s
boot. After blowing out his boot (again, after a couple
of fixes) he hooked it and proudly displayed his catch.
Hope to see you all next year somewhere along this 62
mile (small) river.
Grant Alvis Snakehead Bait Selection

JUNE EXPEDITION REPORTS
SMALL RIVER WADE FISHING EXPEDITION
-LEADER MIKE OSTRANDER
SATURDAY, JUNE 30TH
By Mike Ostrander
There’s nothing like wade fishing a small stream/river and
when it has the potential for citation sized fish, well, that
makes it all the more exciting. Smallmouth bass over 20”
and four pounds have been caught during this VAC Expedition in the past and huge carp lie in wait under and around
lots of debris. The carp are huge, and with all the snags, that
specie becomes one hard fish to contend with on this small
river, but the smallies … well they are there waiting for a
fly, grub or some other soft plastic.

Parks Rountrey and Citation Floppy Sole
(If Park’s catch was a size 11 EEE instead of the 9 ½ C
he caught,
He would have gotten 17 more points for his catch)
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JULY EXPEDEITION REPORTS
SPECIAL 2 DAY FLOAT TRIP EXPEDITION GIUIDED
BY WES HODEGES ON THE NEW RIVER
JULY 17TH & 18TH - By Mie Ostrander

A Calm Moment on The New River
For three days in the middle of July, six anglers (all members of either the Virginia Anglers Club or the Fly Fishers of Virginia) traveled west to fish the New River over the course of two full days of guided fishing. We settled in a yurt, at Kairos
Resort, where the entrance to the camp was in Virginia and the yurt was actually in West Virginia. The terrain was incredible,
with steep, forested cliffs in the back yard of the yurt and the New River plowing through the mountains about a thousand feet
below.
Day one started with a great breakfast prepared by the guides, Wes Hodges, Matt and Brad. We paired off in groups of two
and fished different sections of the New River including areas of Glen Lyn, Rich Creek, Narrows, Pearisburg and Pembroke.
A fair amount of smallmouth bass were caught with the highlight of the day coming when VAC member Jerry Davis hooked
a huge smallmouth bass on a top water popping bug. The massive bronze back ‘sipped’ the fly in and the fight was on, but
ultimately got away. Jerry, being the modest guy he is said it was a nice one, but the guide went on and on about how it was a
24” fish and was one of the biggest he’s ever seen! Great guide talk ….
On Day two, the three groups parted ways
after another great breakfast to fish some
of the same areas, but my guide (Brad) had
a small motor on the back of his drift boat.
“Interesting”, I thought. Again, we drove
down the long winding hill to the end of
the property, where the terrain opened up to
fields leading to a forested buffer of large
sycamores and oak trees lining the river.
We surprisingly turned left, headed west
toward the WV line and made a quick right
toward the river. The narrow dirt trail took
us around trees and through deep ruts until
we came to a wide-open beach. The mountain on the other side of the river rose high
and the incomparable New River flowed
between the mountain and us. It was awesome and I have to say it was an incredible
moment. This made the trip worth it just to
see.

continues on page 4...

Guide Wes Hodges (Seated) and VAC Member Robert Thomas
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... continued from page 3
Upriver, about a half mile was Shumate Falls. Downriver, less than a mile was the West Virginia state line and was as
far as we could fish downriver. We had about a mile or so of some of the best smallmouth bass water I could imagine at
our feet. With loads of ridges running along the river some perpendicular to the shoreline, and others somewhat parallel.
Shallow flats full of cobble, dropping down into unknown depths with fairly clear, warm water full of dissolved oxygen,
minnows, crayfish, and aquatic macroinvertebrates supporting smallmouth bass of unknown sizes. I live for these moments.
Brad started the motor; we talked for a bit and decided to head up to Shumate Falls, to fish just below the class IV rapid.
We fished it like pros, as Brad kept the drift boat in position to target excellent looking eddies. We caught a couple smallmouths in the 12” range then proceeded to ‘drift’ along river-right where the mountain shot down into the river. Smallmouth bass were in most of the spots you would expect them to be, with the biggest fish of the day being about 14”.
We fished downriver to the WV line, motored back upriver, ate lunch and fished the afternoon away. Before we knew
it, all three groups had gathered at our meeting spot and shared some stories. The best tale of the day came from Robert
Thomas, a member of both the VAC and the FFV, who caught a citation smallmouth bass, which came in at 20”. Again, it
was caught on a top water bug. The big fish just ‘sipped’ it in and the fight was on, and this time, the fish came to the net.
Yep … a great story before our trip back to RVA.

Robert Thomas and Citation Smallmouth Bass
All in all, it was a great two and a half days of fishing (Jerry and I left early the day before the trip and fished the Rich
Creek area). We caught a few bass on our own including two fish over 20”!!! I highly recommend fishing the New River
with or without a guide, but a guide will have everything you need (including food!), certainly help you catch fish, get
around better, and help your learning curve of the area. Good luck and happy fishing!
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The 2nd ANNUAL KID’ FISHING DAY –
LEADER BOBBY BROUGHTON
SUNDAY, JULY 29TH
(By Bobby Broughton)
We had Fond memories were made yet again at our second annual Kids’ Fishing Expedition. The weatherman called for potential rain, but fortunately for us, those rain
clouds stayed away allowing for sunshine all afternoon. We had a total of 29 attend the
event including 17 adults, 11 youngsters, and a two-week old infant. The goal for the
day was for each kid to catch a fish, and by the smiles on their faces, I believe we succeeded. Hopefully this expedition is one that will continue for years to come.
Thank you to Fred Murray and Stuart Lee for their help organizing the event and making it a success. A special thank you to Jeanne Stephenson the wife of former member
Dick Stephenson, for her generous contribution to the club and for sponsoring this
year’s event.
Members in attendance: Fred Murray, Stuart Lee, Bobby Broughton, Glenn Carter,
Bob Brown, Rob Brown, Vic Skakandy, and Frank Hart
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ANNUAL CALENDAR SALE UNDERWAY – GET YOUR SUPPLY TO SELL
Special Activities Chairman Don West will have 2019 DGIF Outdoor Calendars for our annual calendar sale at
the August Membership Meeting. The VAC selling price remains the same as last year…. $8.00 each. Please
have your customers lined up and see Don for however many calendars you need. Generous terms are available
for multiple copy “orders”. Pay by cash, check or word of honor when picking up your calendars.
Price of the Calendars on “the open market” is $13.00 this year. Good point to make when selling Calendars at
our price of $8.00.
Don West will personally deliver to you any number of 2019 DGIF Outdoor Calendars you will need for your
sales. Contact Don at 897-8723 (H), (804 -572-8268(C) or by E-Mail at donaldleewest@gmail.com, and let
him know how many copies of the calendars you will need and where to deliver them.

SCALE CERTIFICATION AVAILABLE NOW BY “APPOINTMENMT ONLY”
If you have any new or un-certified scales on which you will be weighing catches for submission for catch
credit, please contact the below for scale certification.
Larry Allen at: (804)-781-0907 (H), (804)-241-3706 (C) or allenhouse75@comcast.net
Ryan Noland at: (804)-658-1955 (H), (894)-896-4178 (C) or ryan.n.noland@usa.dupont.com
Please remember to be sure your scales are in working order, the barrels are oil free and are placed in a ZipLock type sealable plastic bag with your name on the outside.

HUMOR FOM THE TACKLE BOX

John Wetlaufer, Sr.,
VAC Director & Membership Chairman
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MEET THE VAC’S NEWEST MEMBERS
MICHAEL BECK

Michael lives in Mechanicsville, VA
with his wife, Ann. He likes both freshwater and salt water fishing and enjoys
both from one of his two kayaks. It
comes as no surprise that Michael was
sponsored by Rob Choi and Josh Dolin,
kayak anglers themselves. Michael’s
interest in joining the club centers on
learning more about angling, enjoy the
fellowship the VAC offers and get the
recipies from the Fish Fry. Good luck
on the last area of interest, Michael,
especially Jeff Doughty’s secret hush
puppy recipe.

ROBERT “FRANK” HART
Frank lives in Midlothian, VA. with his wife, Cynthia (a teacher in the Chesterfield County School System) and
his three teenaged children, Bobby, Jimmy and Ann Claire.
Frank was born and raised in central Kentucky and holds a BS in Chemistry from the University of Kentucky.
He is a Senior Research Scientist with Altria Client Services. Frank’s main angling interests center on Bluegill
and LM Bass. A catch and release angler, Frank is branching out into the James River Blue Catfish fishery.
Frank is also a member of the Cohoke Fishing Club of West Point, VA. Frank often fishes with Member Art
Conway, who was Frank’s first sponsor.
TYLER JONES
Tyler saw the Virginia Anglers Club website and contacted Member Fred Murray about how to become a member of the VAC. Fred forwarded Tyler’s inquiry to Membership Chairman John Wetlaufer, Sr. and John took it
from there. Tyler lives in Richmond and has a 17 foot Mako. On his application for Membership, Tyler lists
mostly freshwater catches, but lists a halibut and a king salmon. The latter two hint at a trip up Alaska. Tyler
lists no particular species of interest and comes into the VAC wanting to broaden his fishing skills by learning
from others.
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THE ULTIMATE SURF FISHING TRUCK?

Although the image is a little fuzzy, the reader can readily see that there is life after the
Army for a retired duce and a half. This picture recently appeared in the Coastland Times
published on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. The truck was photographed on the
beach at Rodanthe, NC. The second deck is all about casting and catching and, as examination of the left end of this deck shows, is perfectly equipped for slow fishing.
It is a little difficult to see what is happening on the first deck. If it were the Noland’s
truck, the first deck would be tricked out for cooking for the multitudes and a corner would
be dedicated for hush puppy prep by Jeff Doughty.
There is an apparent need for a crew member being on the sand to unhook and ice down or
release each catch. However, it looks like getting stuck in the dry sand or the wash is not
of any particular concern.
Got the bug now for a similar vehicle? A Google of “military surplus trucks” is a good
placed to start. There are plenty of similar trucks just waiting for your creativity to become
a killer surf fishing vehicle.
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Photos from the Kids Fishing Expedition:

Photos from the Small River Wade Fishing Expedition:
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Vibe Tandem Kayak with hard seat backs and two rod holders.
Asking price $450.00
Tommy.Samuel@movement.com 804.690.5323
T-rack Truck (full size) Aluminum Kayak Racks with clamps.
Asking Price $200
804-316-5002 (Carter Clevinger)
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P. O. BOX 70520
Richmond, Virginia 23255

Next Membership Meeting at Bass Pro Shop - August 28, 2018

Bulletin Editor: Carter Clevinger, 316-5002

